
For this assignment... Compare linear versus nonlinear solutions for acoustic waves, 
including dissipation by viscosity.  Use the LeVeque’s method second-order acoustics 
example.  Include implicit and explicit solutions as options (to be commented in or out).

1) Using a time-split method, incorporate viscosity in the system describing linear acoustic 
wave propagation in one dimension.  As a hint, consider that the momentum equation:

For an incompressible !uid, the last term would become zero (non-divergent), however for 
acoustic waves it cannot be neglected.  In 1D, the momentum equation becomes:

We can de"ne a “kinematic viscosity” ν in terms of “dynamic viscosity” µ, where ν=µ/ρ0.
In the “CLAW711” example, the viscosity input in setprob.data is given in terms of kinematic 
viscosity at ground level (which is everywhere, if grav=0).  So, it would be perhaps easiest to 
specify kinematic viscosity as input to your solution!  

2) Explore the explicit solution:
a. Show the CFL stability constraints for the acoustics equations (hyperbolic) and 

viscosity (parabolic) solutions.
b. Calculate the maximum kinematic viscosity νmax which can be used stably with the 

same time and spatial step as your Project #2 acoustic wave solution.  
c. Demonstrate solutions for an in"nite 60 Hz square wave at νmax/10, νmax/2, νmax, and 

2νmax, each run for an equal duration of time (choose this to illustrate “the effect you 
are looking for”).  Expect some numerical difficulties for larger kinematic viscosities.  

3) Explore the implicit solution:
Demonstrate damping of an in"nite 60 Hz square wave at νmax/2, νmax, 2νmax and 10νmax.  You 
may – or may not – run into numerical difficulties at higher viscosities.  If you do not, 
experimentally determine how much viscosity results in “something bad”.

4) Compare with the nonlinear Euler equations solution with viscosity:
Specify an initial 10% triangular pressure pulse in the middle of an appropriately-sized 
periodic horizontal domain, "rst with no viscosity.  Try the same in CLAW711 (via qinit.f, 
and correct choice of parameters in setprob.data and claw1ez.data).  Note that a choice 
of “2” for both left and right boundaries will specify a periodic domain.  Now, add some 
viscosity, and report results.  This experiment should involve some creative knob-turning, to 
obtain "gures which you feel are physically and numerically interesting.
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